Intima-media thickness: setting a standard for a completely automated method of ultrasound measurement.
The intima-media thickness (IMT) of the common carotid artery is a widely used clinical marker of severe cardiovascular diseases. IMT is usually manually measured on longitudinal B-mode ultrasound images. Many computer-based techniques for IMT measurement have been proposed to overcome the limits of manual segmentation. Most of these, however, require a certain degree of user interaction. In this paper we describe a new, completely automated layer extraction technique (named CALEXia) for the segmentation and IMT measurement of the carotid wall in ultrasound images. CALEXia is based on an integrated approach consisting of feature extraction, line fitting, and classification that enables the automated tracing of the carotid adventitial walls. IMT is then measured by relying on a fuzzy K-means classifier. We tested CALEXia on a database of 200 images. We compared CALEXia?s performance with those of a previously developed methodology that was based on signal analysis (CULEXsa). Three trained operators manually segmented the images and the average profiles were considered as the ground truth. The average error from CALEXia for lumen-intima (LI) and media- adventitia (MA) interface tracings were 1.46 +/- 1.51 pixel (0.091 +/- 0.093 mm) and 0.40 +/- 0.87 pixel (0.025 +/- 0.055 mm), respectively. The corresponding errors for CULEXsa were 0.55 +/- 0.51 pixels (0.035 +/- 0.032 mm) and 0.59 +/- 0.46 pixels (0.037 +/- 0.029 mm). The IMT measurement error was equal to 0.87 +/- 0.56 pixel (0.054 +/- 0.035 mm) for CALEXia and 0.12 +/- 0.14 pixel (0.01 +/- 0.01 mm) for CULEXsa. Thus, CALEXia showed limited performance in segmenting the LI interface, but outperformed CULEXsa in the MA interface and in the number of images correctly processed (190 for CALEXia and 184 for CULEXsa). Based upon two complementary strategies, we anticipate fusing them for further IMT improvements.